KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER:

The Elements of Music

The Elements of Music are essential knowledge for every Area of Study at GCSE and beyond.
In Listening & Appraising, we must analyse pieces and write about the Elements.
You will be assessed on your technical control of the Elements during performance.
You will be assessed on your ability to manipulate the Elements, in your compositions.

MELODY

PITCH means high

ARTICULATION
How a note or
melody is played,
e.g. smoothly, or
detached

The tune within a
piece of music

or low. Melodies
have notes of
different pitches

How a piece is
laid out. The
sections within a
piece e.g. verse
or chorus
A specific Structure used
for many pieces, is called a
FORM e.g. ABA, is known
as ternary form

DYNAMICS

TEMPO

The volume of a
piece of music,
whether it is loud
or quiet

The speed of a
piece of music,
whether it is fast
or slow

TEXTURE

INSTRUMENTATION

STRUCTURE

The instruments
used within a
piece of music

HARMONY

RHYTHM

Different notes
played at the
same time to
create an overall
sound

How the beats
are organised
within a piece

Along with Harmony,
we also have TONALITY.
Whether the piece is
major or minor

One way to
remember the
Elements is
‘MAD T SHIRTS’
where each letter
stands for an
important Element

The layers within
a piece of music.
How many
different things
happen at once

Along with Rhythm
we also have METRE.
What time signature the
piece is in.

SONORITY is sometimes referred to as
TIMBRE (tahm-bruh)

SONORITY
The individual
sound of a
particular
instrument
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE: The Elements of Music are important because…
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

One way to
remember the
Elements is
‘MAD T SHIRTS’
where each letter
stands for an
important Element

P_________

means high or
low.

S____________ is
sometimes referred to
as T________

A specific S____________ is called
a F________
e.g. ABA, is known as
T_____________ F______

Along with H____________
we also have T________
Whether the piece is m______ or
m_________

Along with R_________
we also have M________
What time signature the
piece is in.

